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zimbabwe , while 20 • 00 Cape buffalo fill the zambesi
River Valley and Se
' vi sion of the future as a
place of e ndless
erness goes on. Somehow, Selous'
elephants probab y got the last laugh, getting to dance
on the grave of
e greatest big game hunter in
history, forever.
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The Man Who Ran Away From the Sea
At e ighteen, Lewis Bracomb ran away from the sea.
Intoxicated by his older brother's tales of Tarawa and
Iwo Jima, Lew joined the Marines, just in time for the
Korean War.
He crossed the blue black Pacific in the
bowe ls of a huge gray ship, to be spewed one frothy
morning int o Inchon's filthy harbor. While machine gun
bullets whooshed and crackled over the sea wall, Lew
clutched the cold stones and waited for the tide to
drown.
Behind him the assault boats were raising their
ramps.
If he could reach them, time would go into
reverse: he would return to the training center in
California, and onto the train home. He was about to
run when the landing ships moving in behind the assault
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boats opened fire, raking the pinned down Marines.
Screaming, Lew scrambled over the wall.
He never stopped running, not when they took the
city, or raced toward the Yalu River, or circled back
from Chosin Reservoir. After seeing death's face in
the harbor, nothing on the frozen earth could scare
him, except the prospect of returning to the states by
ship.
Now, at seventy, Lewis Bracomb measured the sea in
front feet.
From the living room of the empty
condominium, he regarded the livid afternoon turquoise
with as much interest as a teenager surveying a screen
saver. Condo fees, vacancy rates and club memberships
were very much on his mind; a back drop that diverted
t he eye with white sails by day, and went blank at
night, was of no concern.
In the dining room, the real estate agent warbled
an aria of endless, careless bliss, in indefatigable
luxury, to his infatuated wife. How fortunate for the
Bracombs the previous owner's estate was cash poor, and
f orced to liquidate this precious place; how wonderful
t hey could redecorate and move in, just before the
season began. The voice suddenly dropped; from a
l ifetime in real estate, Lewis knew the agent was
solemnly asking Dorothy if he would buy it for her.
Lewis patted his checkbook and strode into the dining
r oom, to make an earnest money deposit on the perfect
s un coast retirement.
Soon after his escape from the sea, Lew mastered
t he check book. Returning intact by air after the
Armistice, he bought a black top business with a few
thousand dollars from his father's estate. Three sweat
soaked years later, he had acquired a second truck and
a garage. with many of his contemporaries, he was
trapped in a slowly expanding business as stifling as
the troop transport to Korea. One summer evening, as
he leaned against his tar brush to survey the day's
twentieth driveway, he realized he was up against a
ba rrier as cold and deadly as the sea wall at Inchon.
He had to jump the wall.
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Handing the contract and the check to the
delighted agent, Lewis Bracomb suddenly sensed he had
encamped before a wall he would not cross. A fading
wife, two ineffective sons in law, cardiac problems and
a n HDL level in the high two hundreds had moved him to
t his shore, as inexorably as the troop transport four
d ecades earlier. When he glanced at the sea, however,
it was as bright and placid as an acrylic in an up
scale Florida gallery.
It would not stalk him here.

He did love the pool. Every morning, before the
sun topped the high rise, Lewis Bracomb and six or
eight other bronzed and shrunken residents whooshed
down the elevators to dip and splash in waters freshly
purified of yesterday's coconut oil, still free of
vi siting grandchildren. As soon as the rising sun lit
t he bougainvillea at the far edge of the patio, he
p addled to the ladder, took a towel and shivered
h appily on the ride back to his floor, alive enough to
face another mango breakfast on the balcony. Looking
over his paper, he surveyed the luxury high rises that
abutted the gulf, like rocks holding down a picnic
blanket.
Time, which for forty years had been compressed by
closings, refinancings and political campaigns, was now
measured by other peoples' vacations. His older
daughter, Carol, her lawyer husband and their three
daughters came at Christmas and in June; his younger
daughter, stephanie, her stock broker husband Jeff and
their two sons came at Easter and Thanksgiving.
In
between his wife was busy planning the next v isit, or
the tomorrow's lunch or dinner.
All Lew i s had to do was attend, and life would
stretch out in an endless summer day forever. He soon
discovered that more than one drink at lunch made him
c ranky in the afternoon, and less than two at night
made it difficult to sleep. The Bracombs' acceptance
into retirement society was measured by Lew's
appointment to the residents' board of the condo, and
t he funerals they were asked to attend. By their third
y ear, they had a full calendar.
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night sky to find the place to leave its slimy loam.
Then like a vomiting drunk, it put its head down and
started to dig with its flippers. Meagan ran to get
her mother. For an hour, the entire family watched
while the turtle flopped and twisted in a parody of
procreation, digging a grotesque cradle.
Exhausted by a day of golf and alcohol, Carol and
her husband finally dragged the children to bed before
the ritual was complete. In the morning, when they ran
back to the beach, there was another deep groove in the
sand, where the turtle had dragged herself back to the
sea.
For the children, it was the highlight of the
trip. For Lewis Bracomb, it was a reminder that the
cold, killing sea he had run from in his youth could
r each out and cavort before his family, to seduce them
into its depths. He was furious that a naturalist from
the conservation department put stakes and orange tape
around the filthy hole, to protect the nascent reptiles
until they hatched. When Bracomb confronted him with
his position as chairman of the condominium board and
the rights of private property, the naturalist gave him
an extra copy of the sign he was sticking to the tape.
It warned that anyone who disturbed a nest could be
fined a thousand dollars an egg.
The sea continued to mock him. The evening
Dorothy held a dinner party to celebrate Lewis'
r eelection as condominium chairman, the ocean was a
gorgeous pink. Lounging on the balcony, sipping wine
in the deliciously cool dining room, everyone was
wonder struck by the lovely sunset, arranged specially
fo r "our Lewis".
The next day, however, the sea was still pink.
rgid ripples washed the bloated, stinking carcasses
f its poisoned denizens onto the million dollar
strand. Instead of a reduction of condominium fees
~wi s had to demand an immediate increase, to remov~
• e offal of a red tide.
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A microbe, res
to a signal obscure as the
turtle's star. bad picked the e veni ng of the Bracombs'
party to spawn. It ki ed aore fish within a few days
than a nuclear power p ant could in a decade. Then,
like a virus .
. fected cell, it slipped satiated
back into the dep
to await another call to mock the
department of natura resources with its carrion
crested waves.
As soon as the clean up fees had been paid,
however there was a change in the prevailing winds.
Looking' out from his balcony , Lewis watched the waves
move nearly parallel to the beach, sweeping the last
casualties away from the condo iniums into the channel
at the end of the key , and then out to sea. It was
another week until the stench finally subsided, and
nearly a month until the state proclaimed it was safe
again to swim in the beaut ifully restored waters.
Spring break came too quickly . Carol and the
girls had seemingly just departed, when Stephanie and
the boys arrived. The first night at the club, Lewis
watched Jeff drink too
ch and talk too loudly and
knowingly about big dea s other people had concluded,
while Dorothy exchanged otherly glances with Steph
about her montessor i and first grade sons.
In the morn ing,
e littl e boys followed their
grandfather to the pool. Quentin, the elder, carried
an a:m load of ,
, b ckets and shovels, while Sean
ca:rIed a p as IC lnner tube. Lewis had completed two
17Isurely ~
hen one of the other regulars stopped
hlm: and sa1 , the boys had gone to the beach. Angrily
LeWIS broke IS routine and trotted off after them.
. Sure enough, Quentin's blue plastic shovel was
lYIng on th~ st~ps to the boardwalk. Hobbling over the
boards, leWIS WIshed today's parents placed greater
emphasis on obedience.
Quentin was kneeling in the
while Sean waded in
It was so quiet Lewis forgot his
talk wi~h Quen~in about the fine
r~QnticQlly,

sand, digging
the listless water.
anger, and stopped to
points of sand castle
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construction.
sea.
"Grandpa!

Suddenly a tiny voice called from the
Grandpa!

I can't stop!" the boy cried.

Sean was drifting parallel to the shore in his
float, about twenty feet out. Lewis ran down the beach
after him. The monster outside his door had not laid
fallow; it was just waiting for the right victim.
Overtaking the boy, Lewis plunged into the water
and swan toward him. Years of daily laps finally paid
off, he thought. He reached the boy quickly and
grasped the clear float, breathing deeply, feeling
proud and strong. Then he lowered his feet, and
discovered he was over his head. He tried to kick
ashore, but could not move the float against the
undertow. All he could do was hold on, and hope
someone saw them before he tired.
The distance on the beach was widening. Far away,
Quentin ran across the boardwalk and disappeared.
It's
taking us out, Lewis thought desperately.
It's going
to suck us out and drown us.
The beach they passed was empty, except for a few
early morning shell hunters from the resort. He called
and waved, but they didn't look up from under their new
straw hats. Finally he caught the eye of a jogger, who
waved back, happy to share the mutual exhilaration of
endomorphs and sunshine. I've got to rest, Lewis
panted. In a moment, somebody has to see us.
Decks empty, windows dark, the massive
condominiums looked down on them as blankly as deserted
pueblos in a forgotten canyon. Somewhere in the cool
~arkn7ss, away from the too bright sea, their
1nhab 7tants st~r7d at morning newspapers and planned
t 7e t~~es or v~s~ts to hair salons. On the sun coast,
h1gh r~~es served the same function as medieval

~~~~I~r!~~ly ;~ ~~l~o;~~ ~~dmies until.t~ey

had shrunken
ore conflnlng quarters.
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of early morning laps gave the older man the strength
to keep ahead, until the float touched the breakwater.
"Come on, sean," he said.
"Time to get dry."
Holding the float with one hand, he boosted the
boy onto a ledge. Built of concrete frames, the wall
provided enough space for the boy to sit, legs over the
edge, and for Lewis to pull himself up. Panting, he
looked around for something to do with the float.
About twenty yards off, Jeff was pumping toward them.
Lewis threw the float over the wall. Then he lifted
the boy and pushed him up. With a quick glance over
his shoulder, he pulled himself over the top, in front
of two shriveled, sun tanned legs.
"This is private property!" the owner of the legs
shouted.
Nearly exhausted, Lewis stood up, to confront
another seventy year old with a shrunken chest, orange
shorts and a body too big for his legs.
"I'll call the police! It' trespassing!" cried
the owner of the beautiful sea side mansion.
For an awful second, Lewis Bracomb was swept by
the hard edge of adrenal in an uncontrollably as he had
been by the undertow.
Fists clenched, he staggered
forward, while the other old man waddled backwards like
a frightened bird. Then Lew saw his reflection in the
other man's oversize sunglasses, and stopped.
If Lew
were wearing his sunglasses and white cap, they would
l ook exactly alike. He started to laugh.
"What's so funny, Grandpa?" the little boy cried.
Two septuagenarians pummeling each other on the
y ew grass, Lewis wanted to say, but he was laughing too
ard. He clapped the other old man on the shoulder,
ook the boy's hand and walked back to the sea wall.
For the first time in his life, he retreated to sea.
"Dad!" Jeff shouted.
there?"

"Sean!

What are you doing
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The door slip open, and Sean stepped out beside
him. How could he tell his grandson that all his life,
he had been running away from death, only to find it
laughing at his shoulder?
"Grandpa," the little boy said, touching his hand.
"Yes?"
"Quentin says next time we take the sea bike, he
gets to steer. Can he do that?"
Then Lewis Bracomb realized it was too early to
tell Sean that he had just had his first escape, and
his grandfather, perhaps, his last; that death was
always there, sometimes lunging over the beach,
sometimes passive, always waiting; that at the end, you
hoped things would go on forever for the few people you
knew well enough to love, and wished you were more
certain about yourself.
Dorothy joined them on the balcony.
"What are you two doing out here?
problems of the world?"

Solving the

The boy would have to live seventy years to learn
what his grandfather finally understood. Suddenly
there were many important things that his daughters and
grandchildren, even their husbands, would have to learn
for themselves.
"There's so much we have to talk
to her passionately.

about," he said

She stared at him with the same flushed, startled
expression as she had at pool side, when he first spoke
to her nearly forty years earlier.
"What is it, Lew?" she asked softly, letting Sean
slip inside ahead of them.
"It all has to be repeated generation after
'
" he ~egan, looking angrily
'
10n,
at the water.
No one can poss1bly understand, until they've lived

~enera t
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through it, and then it's too late. Maybe that's why
the human race hasn't co e so far from the ocean."
"I know," she said, understanding.
"There's so
much I can't say even to y own daughters."
"You found out, too?- he exclaimed.
"It's really not so bad,· Dorothy smiled.
"Maybe,
when they get to be our age, they'll remember that
someone else was here before them."
For the first t ' e in his life, he realized that
it wasn't so bad. There was still time to talk with
her to be sure he was not alone. Turning his back on
the' waiting sea, Lewis Bracomb took his wife's arm, and
they followed Sean inside.
Frederick J. McGavran
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Beyond Rememberi ng
Prologue
More than forty years earlier they had been lovers
in love with one another as only a few will ever
know; enraptured with the daily expectation of seeing
one another : holding one another: sharing common dreams
of the ensu ing and unseen years.
The sensual late spring days had opened themselves
to long walks along the riverbank; rendezvous in forest
glades and shaded gardens; and stolen moments beneath
the arches and portals of deserted academic buildings.
The school year had ended and all but a handful of
students had departed for summer recess. The handsome
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Georgian colonial buildings were strangely silent, the
broad walkways deserted, and, at nightfall, a ghostly
west wind heaved her plaintive sighs among the stately
elms and poplars.
The time of parting fell heavily upon the young
couple.
The young man had accepted an appointment to the
Military Academy at West Point, a joint decision for
the lovers and one which would impose an unduly harsh
regimen upon both of them.
The young woman had found summer employment in the
east. Even with substantial academic scholarships she
would be required to finance her foreign studies and
travel.
With the pain of leave-taking, the young people
spoke of writing and remembering and holding fast to
that which they shared, and of the next time together - Christmas holidays, months and months away. They
sealed their love with simple tokens -- pictures and
wildflowers pressed into a book of sonnets. Even as
they clung to one another in a final denial of
separation, the gods who ordain magical relationship
had consigned them to disenchantment and alienation
long before the couple recognized their fate.
Although their flame burned brightly for longer
than might have been expected it was eventually
extinguished -- with sadness -- in simple declaratory
statements. The time for talking had expired. The
time for commitment had risen and fallen as rises and
falls the wind that randomly nudges the clapper against
t he chimes. Now the wind was still and the music of
t he chimes silenced.
The young woman capped an illustrious
undergraduate career with election to Mortarboard and
admission to Phi Beta Kappa -- honors to which she
attached little significance. Her social life was
active benefitting her beauty -- both within and
itbou t -- her charm and her intelligence.

Co
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"on the village green."
"You're only five minutes away.
to get here?"

Do you know how

"Old Quarry Road, north of the turnpike.
find it."
"I'm looking forwar d to S eeing you."

I'll

"And you as well," Yaro responded.
Following mail box numbers along Old Quarry Road,
Yaro spotted Sue in the driveway of a cape cod
bungalow.
Their greetings were tentative but only for the
first moments. A certain reserve on both sides soon
evaporated into attentiveness and, thereafter, gave way
to joyfulness and spontaneity. A disinterested
observer would have guessed that the man and woman had
not seen one another for several months.
Questions tumbled forth from each of them across a
broad spectrum. One question became counterpoint to
another. What are your pastimes? What are your
i nterests? Your politics? What are you reading?
Where are the college friends about whom we've heard so
l ittle? In due time questions regarding families were
p osed. The respective answers were direct and
i mmediate. The exchanges were often out of sequence
and were without a semblance of chronological order.
Sue and Yaro were, independently, aware of these facts
ut the disconnectedness of their topics was of no
concern.
It was apparent that the two were happy to
see one another again.
with twilight rapidly advancing and a late summer
orm descending upon the coast, the couple abruptly
~ecid ed to drive several miles southwardly with the
expectation of dining somewhere within the embrace of
Isla nd Sound.

Intermittent , a

Yaro's car to ard
guete captured fa

i t intense, showers chased
Strong northeasterly
eaves and carries them away in

~~,~~ .

golden eddys.

Yaro's concentratio in tracing the ribbon of
gl istening as a t
S e's conti nuous and unerring
directions a long the backroads and byways limited
conversation.
Upon reaching
e Sound, the coves and beaches
were deserted
fe other cars were upon the coast
road. The
d ipers valiantly parried sheets
of rain pera '
e steady advance of the sedan.
Twenty min tes later, around yet another gentle
curse, a spra ing single story structure appeared at
the water's edge, Gray and weathered, it rested
wearily upon coden pilings, above the tidal flats. An
indistinct blur of neon script splashed across the
clapboard siding.
Slowly aneuvering through the crowded parking lot
Yaro was able to bring the script into focus:
"Angelo's."
"It doesn't look like much but the food is good."
"It'll be perfect, Sue."
The seascape, overhung with swirling, low-flying
u se , quality, holding the couple
wlthln,lts grasp , delaYlng, by several minutes, their
entry lnto the restaurant.
c~ou~s ~as beyond

steppi ng fro the car the smell of sea brine
through raindrops fell strongly upon the coup1e. The
sky with its asbes of zinc gray and blues of cerulean,
cobalt and ~tr
rine seemed to be that of Monet's at
the cape of La Beve.

A though the dining room was crowded the hostess
led the couple to a secluded corner table that afforded
an encompassing view of the Sound.
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The murmur and hum of myriad voices were
accompanied by the faint tinkling and chiming of
crystal and, occasionally, the deeper percussive tones
of plates against trays.
overriding the tintinnabulation, but barely so,
were the enchanting melodies of Harold Arlen -- Come
Rain or Come Shine. I've Got the World on a string, and
later, stormy Weather and Let's Fall in Love.
The waiter lighted the hurricane lamp and the
couple, without hesitation or consultation,
simultaneously uttered the words "Samuel Adams." The
waiter looked from one to the other, grinned, and
concluded that the man and woman knew each other well.
Yaro and Sue nodded and smiled.
without delay or ceremony two large schooners of
the Boston lager were placed before them.
"Salud," Sue raised her glass.
"Na Zdravi," Yara responded. "My father's tongue
to your health." He again smiled.
with glasses raised the man and woman looked
directly at each other.
"Has it really been forty years, Yaro?"
"It has been that long."
For Yaro, nothing about the lovely eurasian face
had changed throughout the years, although the eyes
were slightly darker than he had remembered and maybe a
l i ttle melancholy too.
Sue's hands were folded before her, resting on the
table. He gaze steadfast. Yaro's hazel, translucent
eyes were the same as those of the young cadet she
r emembered. Almost like hers, she thought. The
r egular features were more distinctly slavic than she
had known -- and heavier too. Even in casual dress
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taken pride. Michael's torment had become hers as
well.
Because Yaro too, had felt the sting of loss, the
chilling wind as the pale rider brushes by, he knew
that Michael's death would forever be a pa:t of Sue
today, tomorrow --- everyday --- for ~ll t1me. It was
as it should be. He also knew that l~fe would go on -had to go on because there was no alternative. In that
it was beyond his ability to gauge the depth of her los
and despair he, in silence, merely admired the
equanimity Sue displayed and marveled at the deep well
of strength from which she drew acceptance and
serenity.
A memory of this remarkable woman flashed through
Yaro's mind.
He first saw her at a touch football game between
sororities on their midwestern university campus. The
reckless abandon of her defensive play had drawn his
attention -- particularly as she slid on her knees,
across turf and mud, to halt the advance of an opposing
runner. Yes, it had been the combination of striking
good looks, a direct and intelligent manner, and a
rough and tumble enthusiasm for a game that had
attracted him to her. Upon first meeting Yaro was
further captivated by Sue's intellect, her wellreasoned opinions, her curiosity and a disinclination
to accept conventional attitudes without challenge.
Long before he had expressed his love for Sue, Yaro
knew she was the one with whom he would share his
dreams and all else that he was or hoped to be.
Sue gently recalled Yaro from his wistfulness.
"You said that you were in the east for
depositions or to take depositions. Does that mean
that you're a lawyer?"
Yaro nodded, "Yes, for
Although he did not mention
rice paddies and jungles of
materialized before him and,

almost thirty years."
the earlier career, the
Vietnam momentarily
with a forearm, he wiped
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neither he nor Sue was inclined to broach the subject.
The silence between the couple was understood and
welcomed.
The appearance of the setting sun and the
softening of hues among the cloudbanks drew the
attention of the couple to a point beyond the flats
where a sloop, bathed in shafts of light, slowly plied
its way toward safe harbor.
Salads and entrees were ordered after which Sue
excused herself and threaded her way through the
randomly placed tables.
Upon Sue's disappearance beyond an exit sigh, Yaro
arose and turned in an opposing direction, negotiating
the distance to the fat corner of the room -- the
location of the instrumental trio.
"You men are terrific, I've enjoyed your music for
the past hour
particularly the Ellington/Strayhorn
medley."
"Oh, you mean Sophisticated Lady, Lush Life, Do
Nothing' 'Till You Hear From Me, like that. They don't
come any better."
"May I request a few numbers?" Yaro inquired of
the piano player.
"Even across the room I'll hear
every note."
"What's your pleasure?"
"I Remember You."
"oh sure, a Johnny Mercer tune."
"Yeah, Mercer wrote a beautiful lyric
I don't
remember who wrote the music. Written in the key of G
as I recall."
"Anything else?"
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"Oh sure -- Another Yo - old Harry Warren tune best in E flat: Polkadots & Moonbeams fits E
flat pretty well too. "

probab~y
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"I Remember You," Yaro repeated the title in the
manner a compliment is paid to one who can never be
forgotten.
"You used to sing the words to me on the dance
floor."
Yaro grinned broadly. "With Dorsey or Woody
Herman playing everyone thought he was Sinatra."
Without forethought, Yaro softly sang the first
eight bars of the refrain to Sue:
"I remember you,
You're the one who made my dreams come true,
A few kisses ago."
Sue looked intently at Yaro and Yaro consciously
escaped her gaze. A lifetime ago he had fallen under
the spell of those brown eyes but today his real life
lay elsewhere -- beyond the marvelous dream through
which he was now walking.
Beyond the glass, a sea swallow was lazily gliding
upwardly over the Sound on a rising thermal.
Yaro turned back to his companion. "Thanks for
sharing this evening with me, Sue. I thought we'd find
some interesting things to talk about -- to remember."
"we always were able to talk, Yaro. We never
seemed to have been caught up in the frivolous
cheerleader aspects of college life."
Yaro assented, looked directly at sue, and
silently reflected, "Yes, and you were lovelier and
ore intriguing than the entire squad of cheerleaders."
One beautiful ballad followed another throughout
e dinner and Yaro never permitted the merlot to
' sappear from the glasses.
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"Good, "I'll play in E flat -- mostly -- and
dedicate the number to the lady." Yaro hummed the
first four bars, set the moderate and yet expressive
tempo, and launched into an easily recognized but
unnamed tune.
As the bass and drums quickly joined in, Yaro
turned to the pianist.
"Pick it up with me after the
bridge, on the other keyboard."
with Yaro's stride piano style the quartet was
gently swinging and the house pianist was inspired to
improvise on the second playing of the refrain.
Yaro slowed the tempo slightly and the number
concluded with eight bars of big luscious chords -sevenths, ninths, diminished sevenths -- and a slow
descending chromatic scale.
A cheer spontaneously arose from waiters, busboys,
and wine stewards.
Yaro waved to those standing around the room and
bowed to each musician.
"Thanks guys."
"You were beautiful man. Sounded like Marian
McPartland.
I've never carried that number in my book
but I will from now on. What's it called?"
Yaro leaned across the piano and whispered:
YOU OR NO ONE . "

"IT'S

Sue and Yaro paused on the deck to watch the
moon's silv 7r reflection shimmer across the running sea
and dance Wlth the currents. The Sound was a full
fl ood a~d the rising water slapped playfully at the
h eavy t1mbers beneath their feet.
"Thanks for the music, Yaro.
I had forgotten how
much it means to you -- all kinds. What was that
nUmber you played?"
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Yaro turned toward the west, found the Interstate
and drove on through the night.
Epilogue
As a teacher Sue was creative, demanding and
sometimes found herself at odds with a bureaucratic
administration. She taught for several years beyond
the age of normal retirement, eventually settling in a
small Maine village along the coast of Frenchman Bay.
Her several volumes of poetry, published under a
nom de plume, received critical acclaim. Her poems, it
is often said, evoke life-affirming themes amidst great
loss and accompanying sadness.
Although Anne Carlsson (her nom de plume) has not
divulged her mailing address for several years she may
be contacted through her publisher, Crown Press of the
united Kingdom.
Yarslav Navratil (always called Yaro by family,
friends and acquaintances) practiced law and pursued
his many interests until his untimely death in a
Colorado skiing accident.
Several years after his death Yaro's older
daughter happened onto a cache of binders which
included musings, undeveloped themes for a novel, old
newspaper clippings, musical scores, and some poems and
short stories.
On a snowbound evening not so long ago the
daughter read one of the stories entitled Beyond
Remembering.
It was written on a foolscap in her father's
distinctive scrawl. At the final page he had appended
a sonnet written by Edna st. Vincent Millay.
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